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Imagery Space of Russian Poetry: A Cognitive Perspective | Larysa Ivanivna Bieliekhova | Kherson State University
The Russian agentive passive construction with Subject-Agent-Verb word order and other less frequent patterns | Martina Björklund | Abo Akademi University in English
On Regularities in Metaphoric Nomination in Military Lexis | Galina Buchina | American University
"A Study in Black-and-White": The Binary Code in the Language of Communist Propaganda | Elena Brunova | Tyumen State University
Past Tense Debate: Brain-imaging Study of the Russian Verbal Inflection | T. Chernigovskaya, K. Gor, Sv. Medvedev | St. Petersburg State University
Finding Constructions: A needle in the haystack, fish in a barrel, or forest for the trees? | Steven J. Clancy | University of Chicago
Can 'transfer to nowhere' become 'transfer to somewhere'?: Linguistic relativity revisited | Svetlana V. Cook | University of Maryland
Ethnolinguistics and literature: the meaning of свідомі / conscience in the writings of Václav Havel | David S. Danaher | University of Wisconsin
Habitual Verbs in Old Czech and the History of Aspect | Stephen M. Dickey | University of Kansas
Functions of Onomatopoeia vs. the Bi-partite Discourse Model of Foreground/Background | Masako Fidler | Brown University
Polish and English primary basic colour terms as cognitive categories: a corpus-based study | Ewa Gieron-Czapczor | State Higher Vocational School in Raciborz
Semantic substitution errors in normal speech: Some factors that determine the outcome of lexical competition in language production | Svetlana Gorokhova | St Petersburg State University
Slavic instrumental of affirmation | Marcin Grygiel | University of Rzeszów, Poland
Hidden in Plain Sight: Prefix variation in Russian | Laura A. Janda and Olga Lysatoshevskaia | University of Tromso
Differences between Singular and plural generics in Polish | Daniel Karzewska | University of Warsaw
The ways to re-narrate: development of the reported speech markers in Russian | Mikhail Kopotev | University of Helsinki
To attach or to add: how does a Russian verb choose the submeaning of a prefix? | Julia Kuznetsova | University of Tromso, Norway
Word stress in Russian and the perceptual advantages that it brings with it | Elvira Khasanshina | Almetyevsk state institute of municipal service
Aspectual Triplets in Russian: When Simple Imperfectives Are Used Instead of Prefixed Ones | Irina Mikaelian & Anna Zalizniak | Penn State University
Metaphoric modeling of representation of Health in Non-professional Medical Discourse | Svetlana Mishlanova & Svetlana Polyakova | Perm State University
Locality and the Blocking of Analogy: Suffix Shift and nu-drop in Russian Verbs | Tore Nessel and Anastasia Makarova | University of Tromso
Conceptualization of Joy in Czech against the Polish Background | Jasa Pocovska | Ústav českého jazyka a teorie komunikace, Filozofická fakulta Univerzity Karlovy
Dmitriy Bykov and Metaparody through Conceptual Blending The Case of "Contagious" | Anna Pleshakova & Alexandra Smith | University of Oxford
Do all these eggs belong in the same basket? The morpho-semantic status of the Russian verbal prefixes | Magdalena Rybarczyk | University of Warsaw
Motherland as key cultural concept in Russian and English: A comparative semantic and pragmatic analysis | Marina V. Richaud | American University
Morphologically Related Perfectives in Russian Clusters | George Rubinstein | University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
"How is he my president?": A discursive analysis of possessive pronouns in dynamic reference to President Lech Kaczyński | Magdalena Rybarczyk | University of Warsaw
Russian Folk Botany Revisited | Elena Shmeleva & Alexei Shmelev | Institute of Russian language, Russian Academy of Sciences
Modeling the mental lexicon of Russian learners: Why do words play tricks on them? | Solovyeva, K., Cook, S., Lukyanichenko, A., & Gor, K. | University of Maryland, College Park
Semiotic Principles of the „Magical Picture of the World” in Erben’s Kytice (The Bouquet): A Cognitive Perspective | Irena Vankova | Filozofická fakulta Univerzity Karlovy
Derivational models as conceptual construals | Svetlana Zhabotynska | Bohdan Khmelnitskiy National University in Cherkasy